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Introduction

I want to travel around a diagram that
looks roughly like this

Paley Wiener

Connes
Kasparov

Oka

Langlands



Novodvorskii'S Theorem

THEOREM Let A be a commutate Banach

algebra The Gelfand transform
for A induces an isomorphism

K A K GIF

This is from 1967



PolynomiallyConvex Seb and the Oka Principle

The polynomialby convex hull of a compact
set K Eon is

2 C Eh plz Emax plus FpWE K

THEOREM cka principle after Granet If U is

an open polynomial1g convex subset of ICM
then each complex topological vector bundle
on U carries a unique holomorphic structure



PolynomiallyConvex sets and Banach Algebras

If K E CIN is compact and polynomial hy
convex and if

B K
Uniform mom closure of the
polynomial functions on K

then the Gelfand transform for B K is

B K
inclusion

K



When A B K Novodvorskii's theorem

may be prored rather easily using Granerts
Oka principle

Actually the two results are more or less
equivalent up to the usual distinction

between isomorphism and stable isomorphism

And actually the case where A Blk
is the critical case for Novodoorskii's theorem



Beyond Commutate Banach Algebras

Can we take the Oka principle beyond
commentate Banach algebras 3

This is an old questor usually asked in
the context of group convolution algebras
and the Bamm Connes conjecture

I shall discuss one aspect of it which
involves travelling only a short distance

beyond commutative algebras plus Langlands



Tempered Representations and Admissible Representations

G real reductive group
for this talk I'll take a Sun IR

or G SLIM mostly
The irreducible tempered representations of
g we defined and studied by Harish Chanda
They constitute the spectrum of C G
The irreducible admissible representations
are not necessarily unitary They should
be classifed up to infinitesimal equivalence



Langlands Classification

Langlands classified the irreducible admissible
representations of G in terms of the irreducible
tempered representations

The method is remarkably simple even geometric
polardecomposition

EXAMPLE G Write G IT 1112 t The

parameters for irreducible admissible representations
are pairs

irred tempered rep of IT complex number



Standard Parabolic Subgroups
For SLIM IR or sun these are the block upper
triangular subgroups e.is

P go
O od

Each has a Langlands decomposition F MAN e g

ill 3 does B HE B1
M A N



Langlands Parameters

A Langlands parameter for an admissible

irreducible representation is a triple Bogawhere

P MAN is a standard parabolicsubgroup
5 is an irr tempered rep of M up to equivalence

in or is R linear with Refn
dominant in our 543 example this means

µ Sst as bt with Reca Rdb



Parabolic Induction

Because P MAN MA N we can

attach to Pier an induced representation

Bou IndpG oxo exply
I'm ignoring a small normalizing factor

THEOREM For each Langlands parameter the
induced representation above has a unique
irreducible quotient and evers irreducibleadmissible

rep arises this way precisely once



A Case study SL 12,112

for SL 12,112 there are two standard parabolics
G itself which accounts for the
tempered dual in the Langlands theorem

The minimal parabolic subgroup
1 as

P El 91348 43 lo i B
ME Iz A E R N

of all upper triangular matrices which
accounts for all the non tempered reps



by
A Case Study SL 12,112

so the non tempered irreducible admissible reps
are classified by 5 nontriv

P T
y

I 9
JE 22

MEG Refer O triv

Generically the induced rep
is irreducible At the indicated
points the Langlands quotient
is non trial finite dimensional



FowierTransform Picture of GroupConvolution Algebras
We have traveled quite far from Banach

algebras and K theory Let us begin
the journey back

I'll use the minimal parabolic subgroup of
upper triangular matrices and the full space
of parameters Tfa for parabolically
induced representations

For now I do not require
R to be dominant

TE Fl discrete ME Homploeic



T E M discrete ME Homp or G

Form the vector bundle over this parameter space
whose fiber over four is the space IndpfHo
of the parabolically induced representation
IndpGT expire this is independent offerBasespace

for5212,112
I want to build some

algebras of endomorphisms
of this bundle starting with
a purely algebraic constructor



T E M discrete ME Homp or Q

On each finite sums of K isotypic subbmdles

KEG max compact form the algebra
g

Heckealgebra
ft S generated by the actor of oz

compressed to S This is
an algebra of matrix
veined polynomial functions

For simplicity I'll assume K connected



Heres what Alosss looks like for 542,112

I'll take S E 2 1,0 1,23 weights

of 5012 r n the r that plane

RICE 2 Piz IE on the retinal plane

2 132112
2
pzzCE

fait c i t
E 1 931122 cZtDq dE q cz



FrechetAlgebras ofcontinuousMatrix Valued Functions

The algebras Alg S are extremely interesting
the full category of admissible representatives
of a can be reconstructed from there

DEF IN 1170N Denote by Gg 5 the Frechet algebra
of continuous matrix valued factors that
On finite sets in Fl x Hom R logic agree
with elements of of loss S
Converge rapidly to 0 as 1mbar no

uniformly in compact sets of Relic



At last the reduced group C _algebra

Denote by CFC G S the compression of
GHG to the S K isotypical part of ECG
THEOREM There is a unique homomorphism

x G S CECE s

such that if a tempered irreducible rep occurs

as a subquotient of Indftoxoexpler then
the operators induced from f C ECG S and

Alf agree



THEOREM The homomorphism

x G S CECE s

induces an isomorphism

a K CG.SI kercas

K lC rla s

the quotation marks indicate we have not yet
proved this in full generality



The Connes Kasparov Prob.br
Two questions present themselves

what is the K theory of her d

What is the K theory of ECG s

I want to indicate that the Langlands theorem
has a lot to do with the first question
and that the Oka principle has a lot to

do with the second



Langlands and the Structure of Berlin

Each f E ECG s is determined by its
restriction to the closure of the chamber

en Reta dominant

Moreover ECG s is an mere limit

of Freenet algebras each an algebra of
matrix veined functions on the tubes

11 Reta H E N



Let's examine our algebra for one N

in the case of 5412,112 and study
in particular the ideal Rexx Take
S E 2 0,23

Kerk µ f NZ Retazo 173 Cl
0 oo O

F
Retz 0

0 ffl oooo
O as 0

This holds for
EXERCISE This has zero K theory all SLR IR

Kerlin is well defined for fixed S M
mPks



One should be careful because 542,112 is

in many respects very special

FIRST ISSUE It is rarely true that the rest

of Indftoxoexply apart from the Langland

quotient is tempered At first glance
a plausible KerkN might be EXERCISE

f NZ Retazo Mzt Ko 2,14 2

f 0 fci bag ft Oa5
Retz O I 0



But actually this cannot occur There is an

ordering bigexponents built into the

Langlands classification and the closest
one can get for 1201am to the abore is

f NZ Retazo Mzt
f 0 fci Ood ft Oa5
Retz O I 0

EXERCISE This has zero K Keong



SECOND ISSUE Another problem is that the boundary
of Rely dominant is more than Reta 03
To handle this use the
rest of the Langlands
classification and an

inductor argument

THEOREM In general
K Ker d 0 Dominant Retafor SL 3 IR



Oka and the K theory of CCG S

Let's define a new C ish FEchet algebra

DEF IN 1170N Denote by H Gg 5 the Frechet algebra
of holomorphic matrix valued factors that

On finite sets in Fl x Hom R logic agree
with elements of it cos s

Converge rapidly to 0 as 1mbar no

uniformly in compact sets of Relic



Naturally we now formulate a version of
the Oka principle as a conjecture for
the time being
KA PRINCIPLE FOR REDUCTIVE GROUPS

The inclusion
of BernsteinBravermanGaitsgory

HCG S ECG s

induces an isomorphism in K theory
Jacob has proved this for 5212 IR using
a new approach to Norodvorskis theorems



A Word or Two More about NovodvoBkii

The main step in the proof is k
the construction of a Mayer
Vietoris sequence in K theory is k

associated to a division of
K into two parts by a hyperplane
Ko Blk KolBlk'D KolBCK KolBlkhk'T

KolBlkhk'T KolBlk'D KolBCK ko Blk



THEOREM Bost Each pullback square

A A
ce

11 111
A

q
A

with Range g Rangelce A
and with Range g dense induces
a Mayer Vietoris sequence in Ktheory

Now iterate and prove Novodvorski I

for B K by induction on din k



The Schwartz Algebra of G

The reductive group G is a Nash manifold
non singular real semi algebra c set and

so has a natural Schwartz space G
which is a convolution algebra

This is not Harish Chandra's Schwartz

space

This is not holomorphically closed
in C G not even close



conjectural Paley Wiener Theorem

The representation of SCG S on

the principal series induces an

inclusion c.foV.an.denBan

Sonaif8CG.sH G S
b

Probably this is an isomorphism

Jacob has proved this for 542,112



Connes Kasparov Isomorphism

THEOREM The Connes Kasparov index

homomorphism may be identified with the
K theory map induced from the inclusion

Scott CFCat

This point of view has been emphasized by
Lafforgue



Summary Including Lots of Questions 1

Paley Wiener K fHlG SK Stats
Connes

E

Kasparov E E Oka

kx CCFCG.gg
Langlands

K CCGs



A Final Remark

Ultimately what may be most

important from Langlands are

its conceptual underpinnings
the long intertwirer

J Ind expler Ind 5 expler

and the limit formula

flinfyexpfpltxl nltXDh.eepItX f
hies f le

Are there any lessons here for Baum Connes



THANK YOU


